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Transient-Execution Attacks

if (idx0 < size){
int idx1 = array0[idx0];
int idx2 = array1[idx1];
…

}

Transient-execution attacks combine:

• Directed speculative execution

• Side-channels, e.g., cache timing

Spectre v1 is most infamous example:

Cache lines for array1
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Transient-Execution Attacks

Transient-execution attacks are:

• Numerous: multiple subclasses (Spectre, Meltdown, 

Microarchitectural Data Sampling)

• Widely applicable: RISC-V, x86,  AArch64

• Dangerous: can potentially leak any 

microarchitectural state, speed of leaking secrets 

going up to multiple hundred KB/s

Leakage sources and reasons:

• Branch direction prediction

• Indirect jump target prediction

• Return address prediction

• Memory disambiguation

• Speculative load forwarding

• Instruction scheduling

• Out-of-order execution

• Reading from store buffers

• …
Does this hold for secure systems as well?
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CHERI

Virtual address space

Upper bound

Lower bound

Pointer address

Capability Hardware Enhanced RISC Instructions (CHERI):

• Capability: pointer extended by metadata

• CHERI capabilities both describe memory regions and authorise

access to them

• Abstract CHERI ISA is mapped as an extension to conventional 

ISAs, e.g., RISC-V and AArch64 (Morello)
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Transient-Execution Attacks on CHERI

Previous research shows that CHERI systems can 

mitigate some transient-execution attacks, but might 

be vulnerable to others:

• Traditional Spectre attacks mostly work

• Attempted Meltdown attacks all mitigated

• With careful microarchitectural design, we believe 

that a superscalar CHERI processor can mitigate all 

attacks while remaining performant

CHERI-RISC-V

Spectre-PHT Safe*

Spectre-BTB Vulnerable

Spectre-RSB Vulnerable

Spectre-STL Vulnerable

Meltdown-US Safe

Meltdown-GP Safe

*only with precise capability bounds

Results obtained on CHERI-Toooba



Transient-Execution Attacks on CHERI

Microarchitectural design properties 

rather than (CHERI) ISA determine 

whether a processor is vulnerable

Transient-execution attacks are 

harmful when they cross domain 

borders
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“The main observations”

This holds not only for CHERI systems, but generally for all architectures



Current ISAs and Speculation (1)

Main ISA design properties:

• Generality: needs to suit all 

implementations, avoid over-constraining

• Sequential programming model: execute 

one instruction at a time
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“ISAs do not care about microarchitectures!”

Today’s microarchitectures:

• Execute multiple instructions at the same 

time

• Extensive use of speculation to gain 

performance

A large gap has opened up between ISAs and microarchitectures



Current ISAs and Speculation (2)

Speculative behaviour generally unspecified:

• Rudimentary barriers, e.g., x86 has the 

lfence instruction preventing speculative 

out-of-order execution

• Switching off predictors, e.g., AArch64 

offers a bit to switch off memory 

disambiguation
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“Insufficient ISA specifications”

RISC-V:
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Architectural Guarantees (1)

“Fill the architectural specification vacuum”

Currently, the architecture does not constrain speculative execution

We need ISA-level guarantees about speculative execution for security

Guarantees are needed:

• To test key security properties of the microarchitecture

• To allow secure software to be built on top of ISA-level guarantees
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Architectural Guarantees (2)

“Fill the architectural specification vacuum”

• Preventing all speculative execution would severely 

impact performance

• Solution: allow speculation within a domain, but not 

allow speculation to cross domain borders

Arch. Guarantees

Domains

Perform compartmentalisation to create domains
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How do we prevent transient-execution 

attacks from crossing domains?
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CHERI Compartmentalisation

Sealed Cap Code Cap

Compartment A Compartment B

Unseal Jump

Sealed capability is unsealed and becomes a code capability in another domain in 

one atomic operation

Open question: How can we enforce these compartments in speculation?
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CHERI Compartmentalisation

CHERI can allow for secure compartmentalisation mechanisms

Advantages:

• Atomic domain transitions allow for clean compartmentalisation

• Fine-grained decomposition with capabilities
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Conclusions

• Transient-execution attacks are a threat to many systems

• Current ISA specifications fail to constrain the microarchitecture – so 

software lacks security guarantees

• Specification of ISA-level security guarantees that microarchitectures 

must uphold is crucial

• CHERI can support secure, fine-grained and efficient 

compartmentalisation


